This paper deals with improving the lead-time performance of a small packaging manufacturer in the Netherlands that had already implemented several facets of Theory of Constraints (TOC) in 1997. Since then, delivery reliability and profits have increased and lead-times reduced substantially. In an attempt to achieve further lead-time improvements in 2001, the firm recently encountered some limitations of its partial TOC implementation. In this paper we focus on the modifications of its order acceptance and buffer management system that were necessary in order to obtain the desired lead-time reduction. We describe how Workload Control principles were introduced to improve the buffering approach and planning procedures the firm had been using since 1997. It shows that Workload Control provides effective tools that can be used in combination with the Drum-Buffer-Rope mechanism in order to balance the flow of work to the production floor.
Introduction
The Theory of Constraints (TOC) focuses attention on the issue of changing the design of production and planning systems in order to increase the effectiveness of an organization with respect to market requirements and opportunities. Goldratt (1981) was one of the first to discuss the redesign of planning and control systems in respect of an unbalanced plant. These principles have been elaborated in The Goal (Goldratt and Cox 1984) and The Race (Goldratt and Fox 1986) . The term 'Drum-BufferRope' (DBR) emerged later on for indicating the five principles behind the design of a system that takes into account the existence of a bottleneck or constraint. DBR pays attention to bottleneck scheduling, buffer management, order progressing and the order release system (Schragenheim and Ronen 1990) . It is one of the pillars of the TOC as noted by Spencer and Cox (1995) . Numerous authors have discussed the applicability of these principles for the design of planning and control systems (e.g. Lundrigan 1986 , Vollmann 1986 , Lambrecht and Decaluwe 1988 , Ashcroft 1989 , Bond 1993 , Gardiner et al. 1993 , Lawrence and Buss 1994 , Schragenheim et al. 1994 , Simons and Simpson 1997 , Riezebos 2001 . In general, they conclude that the principles are useful but do not always provide sufficient guidance in the design of planning and control systems, especially in respect of multiple capacity constraint resources (CCRs) . Furthermore, bottlenecks are often rather loosely defined (Lawrence and Buss 1994: 22-23) . In order to design an effective planning system, Goldratt (1981: 199) prefers a machine in one of the earliest stages of the production process as the bottleneck. Other types of constraints that limit throughput (CCRs) are more difficult to identify and exploit. The 'V-A-T analysis' (Goldratt and Fox 1986, Umble and Srikanth 1990) provides some basic guidelines.
If we consider the proposed scheduling philosophy within DBR in more detail, we can distinguish a detailed finite loading procedure combined with a buffering approach. For each CCR a detailed schedule (drum) is built in advance in order to exploit the constraint to the maximum extent. The progress in this schedule signals the issuing of new work into the system (order issue using a rope). The activities before, between and after constrained operations are not scheduled in detail, but planned using an offset lead-time that consists of a time buffer and the expected operation time. The buffer time needs to be sufficient to safeguard the constraint from disruptions.
Within the planning literature, there has been a long-standing debate on the advantages and disadvantages of finite loading according to detailed scheduling procedures. Problems that may be encountered when using detailed scheduling have led to the development of alternatives such as Kanban (Sugimori et al. 1977) , CONWIP (Hopp and Spearman 1998) , Period Batch Control (Burbidge 1988 , Steele 1998 , Riezebos 2001 and Workload Control (WLC) (Bechte 1988 , Land and Gaalman 1996 , Bergamaschi et al. 1997 , Breithaupt et al. 2002 . All alternatives can be seen as buffering approaches, but differ in the design of the work order issue and capacity management mechanism. In a comparison of DBR, WLC and Kanban, Fry (1990) concludes that in all cases input control is the key to shorter lead times. Effective control systems need a clear control point for work order issue, appropriate buffers, both before and after order issue, focus on the sources of fluctuations, and changes in the performance evaluation system. In an evaluation of the applicability of planning and control systems for Make-to-Order companies, Hendry and Kingsman (1989) conclude that DBR pays attention to the issue decision, but does not provide support for customer enquiry, order acceptance and due date setting. These decisions are generally important in Make-to-Order production systems and are explicitly considered in the WLC approach. Therefore, this paper gives particular attention to the latter approach.
The WLC approach focuses on maintaining small and stable resource buffers for potentially constraining capacities. Both the order acceptance and the issue decision fulfil important functions. To balance the flow of work to constraining capacities, a so-called pool of work will emerge, waiting for order issue. The acceptance mechanism helps to control the pool time of orders. In this respect, the WLC approach recognizes two types of buffers, resource buffers on the shop floor and a pool time buffer to allow for appropriate order issuing.
In this paper, we aim at showing that insights of WLC research can be used to improve a practical application of a DBR approach. A Make-to-Order firm has been successfully using a DBR type of planning system for several years. Now, the market requires further improvements of its lead-time performance. This paper describes the current practices of the firm with respect to order acceptance, order release and material acquisition. In these areas problems are identified with respect to achieving the desired lead time performance. Insights and tools from the WLC literature were used to achieve improvements on the current situation.
The next section will describe the company background, improvements that have already been realized after starting working with DBR, and finally identifies their problems in achieving further lead-time reductions. Section 3 describes the measures we propose for extending their buffering approach. We give attention to order acceptance, order issue and materials acquisition, and the insights gained from WLC literature. Our conclusions are set out in Section 4.
Company background
The firm Orko-Pak manufactures packaging material from corrugated cardboard. With only 30 employees, it is a minor player in the packaging market. The target group consists of large customers who need a relatively small amount of packaging per period. Orko-Pak focuses on being a flexible, fast and reliable supplier to this market.
Because each packaging is customer specific, Orko-Pak produces in response to customers' orders. The corrugated cardboard sheets can be purchased in the right size for an order, but often a somewhat larger sheet is taken from stock. By cutting the right shape, making fold lines (slitting and scoring) and folding and gluing, packaging is made from a sheet of corrugated cardboard. Finally, the packaging can be printed with a logo.
When turnover grew in the 1990s, lead-times became longer, delivery reliability dropped and profits did not keep up with the increased turnover. Capacity costs rose because a great deal of overtime work and temporary staff were required in order to meet the due dates. At the same time, stocks of work in progress grew as well as inventory expenses. In order to cut through this negative spiral, the company aimed at improving the logistical process so that profits and delivery reliability could be improved while maintaining the same capacity. In 1997, Orko-Pak decided to adopt the TOC approach in order to get work flowing through the factory more rapidly.
History of TOC implementation
Orko-Pak focused on the production management aspects of TOC, i.e. the Five Step Focusing process, DBR and buffer management and V-A-T analysis. Employees were trained in TOC problem-solving techniques and developed an orientation towards the required system performance. Changes were accomplished in all stages of the order fulfilment process (figure 1).
Shop floor control
Particularly important improvements were realized on the shop floor owing to throughput-world thinking of operators. Whereas previously operators concentrated on their own machine and created local optima, they now switched to other machines helping to optimize the flow through CCRs. Coloured stickers helped in identifying the jobs that should be finished first. Cross-training the operators prevented specific operator skills from becoming CCRs. This created the conditions to realize small resource buffers and to simplify buffer management. 
Order issue
Order issue was based on the DBR approach. The production manager created a drum schedule and derived an order issue list on a daily basis. He was facilitated with a computer screen showing the orders to be shipped during each of the next 5 days and the availability of required materials and tools. He was able to estimate which resources would be constraining in the short term, although exact precalculations of individual processing times were rather difficult to accomplish and constraints could change each day due to the Orko-Pak's volatile demand mix. The improved shop floor control conditions allowed for small resource buffers. Therefore, the rope could perform well, resulting in a reduction of shop floor flow times to less than 1 day. Meanwhile throughput increased due to a better utilization of constraining capacities.
Order acceptance
For order acceptance, a capacity check was implemented to smooth the resource requirements and to allow for a drum schedule without jeopardizing due dates. Up to a certain limit, the sales department could freely accept orders, offering a standard delivery time of 5 days for regular orders. As soon as the limit would be exceeded, the production manager had to be consulted. Five days' delivery time was acceptable for customers and internally sufficient to compensate for disruptions such as late supply of material and machine failures. The limit was formulated in rough terms. At the time of acceptance of an order, it was not possible to determine the set of CCRs that would be constraining throughput at the eventual production day. This set could only be identified at the order issue stage. Some engineering activities were performed after order acceptance with unknown consequences for the capacity load in the system and the timing of material or tool availability. A limit specified in terms of capacity load per production day was therefore not used. The limit was simply specified in terms of financial turnover on the day of acceptance. This was sufficient owing to the strong reduction of shop floor flow times resulting from DBR combined with the slack provided by a standard lead time allowance of 5 days.
The final influence on flow time composition is sketched in figure 2. Thanks to this logistical improvement, in 1997 a turnover increase of 20% was achieved with the same capacity. Delivery reliability rose to 99%. Customers could count on the standard 5-day lead-times. Production planning had become much simpler and production had become much less hectic. These achievements did not pass unnoticed. Since 1997 the number of customers has grown considerably and their demands are becoming higher and higher.
However, in the meantime the results achieved by the improvements have become a market standard, so that in 2000 Orko-Pak began to search for further improvements in logistic performance. It was observed that a shorter standard lead-time would create an important competitive advantage. A new project was started with the objective to realize a standard three-day lead-time. This reduction was to be achieved without consequences for costs or lead-time reliability. Orko-Pak started to search for further enhancements of its approach.
Obstacles in reducing lead-times while maintaining existing procedures
As the small resource buffers within DBR approach had already reduced shop floor flow times to less then 1 day, the time had to be gained from the buffer before order issue. We denote this as the pool time buffer according to WLC terminology.
Reducing the pool time buffer would leave less time to deal with disruptions (such as variation in demand, late supply of materials or tools, machine failure). Besides, the possibility of achieving a high utilization of the critical resources each day would be reduced. If no extra measures were taken, pressure on production would increase and costs would rise (overtime) or reliability would decline. Neither of these was desirable. Thus, it was decided that a careful analysis should be made of the areas critical for realizing the reduction in lead-time.
The first area to come under scrutiny was the sales department, which accepts orders and fixes due dates. The existing procedures in this area were thought to lead to excessively large fluctuations in the daily workload for critical capacities in the production process. Therefore, it was decided that the procedure for accepting orders should be revised.
Second, a closer look was taken at the stage between order release and order issue. Buffer management with respect to the pool time buffer was assessed. Our aim was to reduce the time that elapsed before issuing an order, meanwhile loading the various critical capacity groups evenly and achieving the desired delivery performance. Changes were considered in the areas of engineering and materials acquisition. Measures were needed to reduce the disruptive influence of both on production progress.
3. Lead-time reduction by means of Workload Control principles 3.1. Order acceptance
In a Make-to-Order company, order acceptance should be based on a criterion that constitutes a reasonable reflection of production possibilities during the leadtime (Vollmann et al. 1997) . Orko-Pak used a procedure that allowed sales staff to accept orders freely up to a maximum financial turnover limit per day. Before any orders over and above this figure were accepted, the production manager had to be consulted. In case of a standard 5-day lead-time, this sales criterion is sufficiently accurate, and the procedure guarantees that if necessary specific knowledge on the actual capacity load is taken into account. In this sense, TOC demands were met in the existing situation, but not for the future situation with smaller lead-time requirements. A new acceptance criterion had to be designed.
According to TOC demands, an accurate acceptance criterion will have to reflect more precisely the available capacity at CCRs. The smaller the available slack time, i.e. pool time buffer, the more limitations there will be in fitting orders into capacity. This means that more planning must be done when considering orders for acceptance. The increased accuracy of reflecting available capacity at the stage of order acceptance can be achieved if the acceptance criterion meets two requirements:
. Requirement (1): Fitting in with the units of potential constraint capacities. . Requirement (2): Accumulating the available capacity across the right time window.
The present sales criterion of Orko-Pak has its limitations in respect of both these requirements. For the second requirement, this is rather straightforward. Orko-Pak determines the sales criterion for each day. This would be an accurate reflection of available capacity if the orders had to be produced within a time window of 1 day. However, the lead-times desired still allow production to take place within a window of 2 days, so successive days may compensate each other. The first requirement, however, needs a more detailed analysis. It can be shown that there are two potential production constraints at Orko-Pak: a group of two machines (often interchangeable) and operator capacity. As operators have multiple skills, it is not necessary to calculate the capacity per individual operator, but total operator capacity is considered to be a potential constraint.
The correlation diagram in figure 3 shows clearly that the daily turnover criterion does not give an accurate indication of the load on these two potential constraints. The contribution of an order to daily financial turnover does not bear a linear relation to the load placed on the constraint capacities. The diagram analyses the package of orders for 15 due dates accepted on the basis of daily turnover. It shows capacity load per constraint for the daily turnover for successive days. Each day has two points in the diagram, one for each constraint. The diagonal represents the preassumed linear relation between turnover and capacity loading. It is clear that the points are not on this diagonal. It also emerges that there is only a limited relation between the two potential constraints themselves. Sometimes there is a large load on the machines and a small one on the total operator capacity and sometimes vice versa.
The inadequacy of the criterion can be explained as follows. The contribution of an order to daily turnover is based on a quote, which is composed of a price for the machine hours required, material costs and a margin.
. Pricing for machine hours is not only based on machines that constitute constraints. This means that in the most unfortunate case the entire turnover may be related to hours for constraint machines and that in such a case there may be insufficient capacity to realize the turnover. This is why TOC costing propagates pricing based on constraint hours. However, if there are shifting constraints it is difficult to apply this principle, since cost price calculations might vary from day to day and from hour to hour. Shorter lead times cause a Make-to-Order firm like Orko-Pak to become even more sensitive to such shifting constraints, so an alternative criterion will have to be developed. . Material costs and margins vary irrespective of the load on constraint capacities. Orders requiring very expensive materials or having a large margin now sometimes lead to unnecessary limitations of the amount of work accepted.
In order to improve order acceptance at Orko-Pak, a search was performed towards order acceptance approaches in literature that fit with the demands of a Make-toOrder firm with shifting bottlenecks. From the alternative systems described in Section 1, WLC seemed to be the most applicable approach in this context. WLC aims for short and reliable production throughput times and realizes this by regulating the flow of work to the system through order issue as well as order acceptance. The WLC principles for order acceptance are as follows.
. To check orders when accepting them as to their consequences for capacity loading at all potential constraints. . To take into account the possibility that orders may be released earlier if capacity peaks arise, which is realized by means of a cumulative representation in time.
The approach therefore meets the requirements set and TOC demands. This way of considering orders for acceptance has been worked out for Orko-Pak as follows.
. Checking capacity loading at all potential constraints. To meet Requirement (1) an order will be checked at the stage of acceptance with respect to the potential constraints. For Orko-Pak, the capacity of the group of two bottleneck machines as well as total available operator capacity is taken into consideration. Other resources will be considered in special circumstances, such as planned maintenance.
. Cumulative representation in time. If the lead-time is 3 days, the time window available for production is still 2 days, which leaves 1 day for shipping. Therefore, the cumulative capacity of the 2 days must be sufficient for the set of orders accepted. A tool was required that would make it possible to evaluate order quotes on the available capacity during these 2 days. Bechte (1994) proposes the use of graphical overviews of cumulative capacity loads within the WLC concept. He depicts the load of accepted but not yet produced orders for an infinite horizon (cumulative in time). For Orko-Pak, we used such overviews but accumulated capacity load over a finite horizon, i.e. the next 2 production days. A backlog of work from earlier production days can also be taken into account in such a graphical overview. In this way Requirement (2) is met, as the right time window is chosen.
This ultimately leads to the acceptance procedure illustrated in figure 4. Order X is considered for acceptance. The order is booked into the capacity profile of each constraint on the day preceding delivery (day 2). The load of order X on the bottleneck machines will lead to under capacity on day 2, as we can see from the left side of figure 4 . However, the cumulative representation below shows clearly that on production days 1 and 2 together there is sufficient capacity on this constraint (the grey curve). The right figure shows no overload of daily operator capacity. The cumulative curve (black) remains below the diagonal, which represents a less than 100% utilization during this 2-day time window. From this tool, we conclude that order X can be accepted for delivery on day 3, but part of the work on production day 2 should be issued earlier because of the overload on the bottleneck machines. Figure 1 has shown that after order acceptance two important milestones remain, namely order release and order issue. Order release occurs as soon as engineering has been finished. Thus, the moment of order release is affected by the decision process of engineering. Engineering specifies the material and tooling requirements of the order and the routing within production. Release of an order authorizes logistical employees to start the prescribed activities. For example, if engineering decides to use customer-specific material and releases the order, the material has to be purchased and delivered to the factory before the order can be issued to production. The order becomes visible within the system managing the pool buffer and awaits the signal that it is available for issue to the production floor.
Pool buffer management
After order issue, orders remain for just a few hours in the production stage. As stated before, attempts to improve the progress of work through production would not gain much time, as the time buffers within production are very small. Most time is lost in the pool after orders are released and before they are issued to production. This time is used for material and tool acquisition and for enabling a drum schedule that generates an even load on the various critical capacity groups. The procedure for releasing and issuing orders should be revised such that the pool buffer duration would be reduced. However, this should not jeopardize delivery performance nor production efficiency of the CCRs. Here, the TOC approach of buffer management for CCRs can be applied to the pool buffer. We have therefore analysed the pool buffer content for holes and sought after the disruptions that caused these holes. The available data only allowed for an estimation of buffer contents in terms of total operator capacity, one of the two potential constraints. Figure 5 shows an example of the pool buffer content at Orko-Pak in the original situation with a 5-day lead time, consisting of 1 production day, 1 shipping day (expedition plus shipping buffer), leaving maximally 3 days of pool time before the latest possible issuing day. The horizontal axis depicts the number of days before the latest possible issuing day. The vertical axis shows the estimated percen-707 Improving a practical DBR buffering approach using Workload Control Pool buffer profile before leadtime reduction
Number ofdays before latest possible issuing day % of total work content available for issuing tage of total work content of orders that is available for issuing. The final percentage that is available before its latest issuing day amounts to slightly more than 70%. This is relatively low. Though the other percentages allow for utilizing constraints, the late arrival of specific orders will cause many disruptions of the drum schedule. Umble and Srikanth (1990: 191-193) indicate such a pool buffer duration as inadequate and advise to extend it. However, this would increase lead-time instead of reducing it! We have chosen to identify the sources and causes of the disruptions and to develop ways to cope with them.
Materials and tools acquisition
The first point concerns the uncertainty of material and tools acquisition. Large orders in particular were made from specifically ordered material and with specifically prepared tools. These orders still caused a large work content at the CCRs, but their availability at the latest issuing day was uncertain. One of the functions of the long pool buffer duration in the 5-day delivery scheme was to allow for late supply of these materials. For achieving the desired reduction in lead-time, materials' supplies were considered to become a constraint.
Traditionally, TOC provides relatively few well-elaborated methods to eliminate this type of constraint. It often simply assumed that there would be enough flexibility in the decoupling stock to make alterations in the schedule for the constraint. In a Make-to-Order production environment with short lead-times this flexibility has an inadmissible influence on inventory and capacity costs and on due date performance. Therefore, conditions have been created to elevate the new constraint of materials acquisition.
First, the number of suppliers has been reduced so that the remaining suppliers can deliver more frequently. This reduces stock levels at Orko-Pak and increases the efficiency of production and transportation for the remaining suppliers. Lumpy demand of specific cardboard thickness is avoided, which makes it easier for them to reserve capacity for Orko-Pak.
Second, engineering has reduced the proportion of orders for which material is ordered to size. This reduces the uncertainty as to the availability of the required material in the decoupling stock. Often, the imputed cost-benefit in having materials ordered to size was cancelled out by extra work and production costs, which were needed to compensate for late supply of materials and to get the order finished on time. Engineering now takes this cost effect into consideration when deciding whether or not to order materials cut to size.
Finally, the number of different standard sizes kept in stock has been limited. Careful consideration was made about whether or not the reduction in manufacturing waste achieved by stocking an extra size was not cancelled out by the extra inventory expenses involved.
Owing to these measures, the uncertainty about the supply of materials and tools to production has been reduced as well as the required buffer time, without the decoupling stock being increased. As the TOC principle of subordinating the rest of the system to the constraint would not do, we have elevated the constraint and minimized the disruptive influence of materials acquisition.
Improving the order release decision
The next point concerns the release decision. When engineers take the release decision (after which orders enter the pool buffer), they have not sufficient insight in the capabilities of and demands on the production system after order issue. First, the order issue date has not yet been planned, and engineers are only aware of the latest possible order issue date. However, order acceptance may have accepted more orders with the same latest possible order issue date than can be produced at the same day. They only guarantee that there is roughly sufficient capacity in 2 days. Second, the release decision determines the routing and capacities required for producing the order. If it is decided that materials are ordered to size, uncertainty increases as to the moment of availability, but within production less operator capacity is required (the cutting step can be omitted), capacity requirements on other machines may increase, and the material may arrive earlier at the group of two bottleneck machines. We conclude that this engineering decision has to be supported and should be based on a plan of orders to be issued at the same day, along with an overview of the load on the potentially constraining capacities, for which estimates are updated.
The list of orders that should be issued at the same day has to be constructed using explicit selection criteria, as some orders will be produced before their latest possible issue date. We designed for Orko-Pak a daily list that contains the mix of orders that-according to the plan-will be issued at the same day. This list is determined at the time of release using the following criteria: latest issuing date of the accepted order, material and tooling requirements and availability, and expected utilization of the critical or almost critical capacities throughout the next 2 days. Use of this list avoids unacceptable peaks and dips in capacity load that would occur when all orders with the same latest issuing date were produced at the same day. The peaks or dips are evened out by arranging a good mix of orders per day. The support tool provides a load overview similar to the upper part of figure 4.
This workload-oriented tool improves Orko-Pak's lead-time performance. The daily list for order issue, which is prepared at the time of order release, shows not only orders which have priority because of the earliest due date, but also orders that generate a better load of the CCRs at this or next issue day. Materials and tool acquisition serve these priority orders first, which reduces uncertainty as to their availability on the planned issue date.
Improving the order issue decision
The duration of the pool buffer would further be shortened if order issuing could be improved. One of the reasons for the pool buffer was to ensure an even load on the multiple capacity constraints. If support for the order issue decision could be provided, orders that fit in available capacity would be issued earlier and the pool buffer duration would decrease.
The main problem at order issue is to estimate the time which elapses before an order reaches the actual constraint within production. At the time of making the drum schedule, this could not be estimated accurately enough. Orko-Pak faces a situation where the constraint changes during the day, which causes a problem for order issue. Some attention is given to this type of problem within DBR literature. For example, Simons and Simpson (1997) describe the use of rods in their description of the multiple constraint scheduling method implemented within the Goal System. The rods that this scheduling method uses are a special type of time lag, i.e. a minimal buffer time between successive operations. Riezebos et al. (1995) have described the consequences of using such time lags in a flow shop scheduling system. Time lags can be useful in determining a daily schedule for several con-straints if the constraints are of the same type. However, at Orko-Pak the two critical capacity groups are different in nature. If the group of operators becomes the constraint during the day instead of the capacity of the group of two bottleneck machines, this cannot easily be modelled using time lags or rods. Therefore, we have decided to use a workload-oriented issuing procedure during the day, which makes it possible to anticipate directly on the actual situation within the next hours. We elaborated this workload-oriented policy for Orko-Pak as follows.
The sequence in which orders are issued at a day should ensure that the load on the various CCRs continues to correspond as closely as possible to the required utilization of these resources on that day. In this way, excessively wide fluctuations of capacity demand throughout the day are avoided. For this decision, information must be available about the buffer contents that have already been issued but not yet realized on the CCRs, i.e. the aggregate workloads in terms of Oosterman et al. (2000) , and the consequences of a particular order being issued at that time. A tool as sketched in figure 6 supports this decision. The decision to issue an order must be linked to the possibility of re-allocating employees to different workplaces. Hence, capacity limits are not fixed, but may fluctuate throughout the day.
This workload-oriented issue policy improves Orko-Pak's lead-time performance. At order issue, the sequencing procedure ensures that all orders will be finished within time without negative effects on capacity balance. The time buffer before order issue can therefore be shortened.
Conclusion
In realizing the desired reduction in lead-time at Orko-Pak, we came up against the limitations of their partial TOC implementation. The order issuing process functioned rather well. It was based on DBR, allowing for small resource buffers and resulting in short shop floor flow times. The lead-time reduction had to be realized by shortening the waiting time of orders before order issue. Control of this waiting time appeared to be insufficient at Orko-Pak. WLC explicitly recognizes this waiting time as the so-called pool time buffer. Control of this pool time buffer can be exercised in the areas of order acceptance, order release, order issue and materials acquisition. We have discussed measures in all areas.
Order acceptance has been improved using an aggregated capacity measure instead of the daily turnover norm which was previously employed in their application of TOC. There is not just one CCR at Orko-Pak. For the purposes of order acceptance, it appeared sufficient to examine the loads on two potential constraints during the time window of suitable production days.
In the area of materials acquisition, several improvements were necessary. The TOC literature gives relatively little attention to appropriate measures. We proposed measures that reduce the uncertainty as to the supply of materials to production. This prevents the drum schedule from disruptions and makes it possible to reduce the pool buffer duration significantly.
Orko-Pak's release and issue mechanism turned out to be inadequate. We designed workload-oriented mechanisms that enable Orko-Pak to regulate the flow of work to the production floor more effectively and to achieve the desired delivery performance.
Our final conclusion is that the DBR application at Orko-Pak could be enhanced by using knowledge and tools from WLC research. It allowed for a reduction of standard lead times from 5 to 3 days. DBR and WLC have shown to be complementary with respect to their buffering approaches, DBR focusing on buffers after order issue and WLC on the pool time buffer before order issue. Future research should further integrate developments in both fields.
